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Infamous Iron Man
Includes categorical listings of collectible comic books, arranged by type of comic, with issue titles, current prices, dates,
and cross-references

Flesh
Beginning an incredible collection of Peter David's character-redefining, 130-plus issue Hulk run - including his complete
collaboration with artist superstar-in-the-making Todd McFarlane! The Hulk, now a gray-skinned goliath, is angrier than ever
- leaping into action against horrors from the grave, from the stars and from the house next door! Featuring the
revitalization of one of the Hulk's longtime foes, the Leader - and a new life for the Hulk in Las Vegas! Say hello to Joe Fixit,
as casino conclaves mesh with interdimensional intrigue! Plus: Classic clashes with X-Factor, Wolverine, Iron Man, SpiderMan, the Fantastic Four and Werewolf by Night - and vile villains including Grey Gargoyle, Doctor Doom and the
Abomination! COLLECTING: INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) 328, 331-368; WEB OF SPIDER-MAN (1985) 44; FANTASTIC FOUR
(1961) 320; MATERIAL FROM MARVEL COMICS PRESENTS (1988) 26, 45

The Night Gwen Stacy Died
From writer Scott Lobdell (Flash, Uncanny X-Men) and artist Anthony Marques (Vampirella, Red Sonja) comes the return of
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the Green Hornet! The Green Hornet and Kato have met their fair share of villains over the years, but when an alien infant
crashes to Earth, the two heroes must keep him safe from a whole new type of nemesis. Are they prepared to take on a
series of dark and deadly enemies willing to stop at nothing and do whatever it takes to save the child?

The Forensic Comicologist
Comic Books and Comic Strips in the United States Through 2005
Collects New Mutants (1983) #8-17. Nova Roma, a city on the move - back several thousand years! In their earliest
adventure abroad, the New Mutants discover a long-forgotten colony of the Roman Empire and an enemy they won't soon
forget: Selene the Black Queen! Then, Magma and Magik join the team just in time for war with the White Queen! Featuring
the future Warpath and the original Hellions, harbingers of horror and heroism for years to come!

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
DCÕs biggest, newest mystery starts here! When a fight between Superman and Mongul crashes into a small Northwestern
town, Naomi (last name?) begins a quest to uncover the last time a super-powered person visited her homeÑand how that
might tie into her own origins and adoption. Follow NaomiÕs journey on a quest that will take her to the heart of the DC
Universe and unfold a universe of ideas and stories that have never been seen before. Join writers Brian Michael Bendis,
David Walker and breakout artist Jamal Campbell in Wonder ComicsÕ massively ambitious new series and starNAOMI.

New Mutants Classic
This is the eBook version of the printed book. Of all the categories of products for sale on eBay, the collectibles category is
both the largest and the most complex. If you're selling a particular type of collectible - from pinbacks to Pez dispensers how do you effectively list your products for auction and maximize your sales and profits? Selling Collectibles on eBay is a
targeted, compact guide for all serious collectibles sellers. It offers instructions and advice for selling all types of
collectibles, from trading cards and figurines to vintage comic books and glassware. This Digital Short Cut skips the general
information you find in most eBay books and goes directly to specific issues of interest to collectibles sellers. Selling
Collectibles on eBay leads the collectibles seller through all the steps of a successful eBay sale, from obtaining and
identifying collectibles to sell, to grading and authenticating items, to determining valuation and pricing, to photographing
various types of collectibles, to creating a collectibles-appropriate auction listing, to packing and shipping fragile items, to
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dealing with various collectibles-specific issues. It even includes a massive listing of acronyms and abbreviations common
to collectibles auction listings. No matter what type of collectible you sell, you'll find much useful information in Selling
Collectibles on eBay. Read it today - and increase your sales tomorrow!

Batman
The Bible of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians marks its Golden Anniversary with The Overstreet Comic
Book Price Guide #50, complete with new prices, new feature articles, new additions to the Overstreet Hall of Fame, new
market reports and more. Find out why the Guide has been trusted for five decades! Spawn/Spider-Man crossover cover by
acclaimed artist Todd McFarlane, recently recognized bythe Guinness Book of World Records!

Warlock by Jim Starlin
Lists current prices for comic books and offers advice on collecting, storing, and selling them

Naomi (2019-) #1
"The Silver Surfer must rescue Nova from the demon Mephisto, who has made her fall in love with the planet-devouring
demigod Galactus." --Amazon.com

The Official 1981 Price Guide to Comic & Science Fiction Books
At '70s Marvel, no one mastered the startling scope and high-concept complexity of cosmic adventure like Jim Starlin! And
his work on Adam Warlock set the tone for star-spanning spectacle that is considered a high-water mark to this day. Starlin
evolved Warlock to the next level, imbuing the character with the inner demons of a man-god on the brink of insanity.
Forced to confront an evil version of himself and the nihilisti c menace Thanos, Warlock's conflicts weren't just knucklegrinding throw-downs; they were epic, existenti al struggles for his very soul. Featuring the fi rst-ever assembling of the
Infinity Gems. COLLECTING: Strange Tales 178-181, Warlock 9-15, Avengers Annual 7, Marvel Two-In-One Annual 2

Winnie the Pooh
Includes listings and prices for nearly 145,000 comic books.
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The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide Volume 50 - Spider-Man/Spawn
This final work in John Lent's series of bibliographies on comic art gathers together an astounding array of citations on
American comic books and comic strips. Included in this volume are citations regarding anthologies and reprints; criticism
and reviews; exhibitions, festivals, and awards; scholarship and theory; and the business, artistic, cultural, legal, technical,
and technological aspects of American comics. Author John Lent has used all manner of methods to gather the citations,
searching library and online databases, contacting scholars and other professionals, attending conferences and festivals,
and scanning hundreds of periodicals. He has gone to great length to categorize the citations in an easy-to-use, scholarly
fashion, and in the process, has helped to establish the field of comic art as an important part of social science and
humanities research. The ten volumes in this series, covering all regions of the world, constitute the largest printed
bibliography of comic art in the world, and serve as the beacon guiding the burgeoning fields of animation, comics, and
cartooning. They are the definitive works on comic art research, and are exhaustive in their inclusiveness, covering all types
of publications (academic, trade, popular, fan, etc.) from all over the world. Also included in these books are citations to
systematically-researched academic exercises, as well as more ephemeral sources such as fanzines, press articles, and
fugitive materials (conference papers, unpublished documents, etc.), attesting to Lent's belief that all pieces of information
are vital in a new field of study such as comic art.

Incredible Hulk by Peter David Omnibus
Captain America
Apex Lex Luthor’s first run-in with the Infected didn’t go as planned, and the Batman Who Laughs’ influence is continuing to
spread. Now Lex must find out who in the world can think like the Batman Who Laughs-and there are only two folks who
come to mind. The first is Batman, who probably has his own ideas for Lex; the other is The Joker, who also likely has his
own ideas, but who just maybe wants to see this twisted doppelgänger sent back to the Dark Multiverse he came from. It’s
a gamble Lex has to take, because the Infected are gearing up for round two!

The Standard Catalog of Comic Books
Every mission…is someone’s last. Out of the ashes of Harbinger Wars, Bloodshot is about to join the weaponized men and
women of the HARBINGER ACTIVE RESISTANCE DIVISION – the black budget, technologically-augmented strike force where
the powers are dangerously unstable and every mission is a one-way ticket into the meat grinder. With a reluctant leader
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calling the shots and a new crop of untested rookies manning the frontline, Bloodshot is about to take H.A.R.D. Corps
behind enemy lines – and into a gasoline-drenched, synapse-snapping suicide run where no one is safe…and heroes always
die trying. Collecting BLOODSHOT AND H.A.R.D. CORPS #14-17 and BLOODSHOT #0, join acclaimed writers Christos Gage
(Avengers Academy) and Joshua Dysart (Harbinger Wars) and superstar-in-the-making Emanuela Lupacchino (Archer &
Armstrong) right here to light the fuse on an explosive new chapter for Bloodshot and the Valiant Universe’s most feared
team of superhuman operatives! Also featuring the shocking origin of Bloodshot as told by Matt KIndt (Mind MGMT) and
ChrisCross (Superman/Batman)!

Wonder Woman: Earth One Vol. 2
The highly anticipated sequel to the #1 New York Times best-selling original graphic novel is here in Wonder Woman: Earth
One Vol. 2, from the acclaimed creative team of Grant Morrison and Yanick Paquette! For years Diana of Paradise Island
yearned to leave behind the only home she knew for adventures that lay beyond its shores. Now, after a fateful meeting
with Air Force pilot Steve Trevor, the Amazon Warrior finds herself in ManÕs World. And she is ready for anything that it
may throw at her. But is the world ready for Wonder Woman? An American government, fraught with dissension and
conflicts foreign to Diana, have deemed her a danger to society. How will Wonder Woman carry out her mission of peace
and love in a world that canÕt get out of its own way? That is, unless there are more insidious forces at play Continuing the
tradition of critically acclaimed Earth One tales that challenge the status quo of the comics industry, Wonder Woman: Earth
One Vol. 2 is Grant MorrisonÕs latest genre-rocking salvo. With illustrations from Yanick Paquette, this original graphic novel
is a classic in the making.

Rare Record Price Guide 2020
A lavishly illustrated guide for collectors and fans provides a thorough look inside the world of comics from Marvel to DC,
describing its many characters and creators, and relating its unique and cultural history.

The World Book Encyclopedia
Batman, on the verge of killing a man for the first time, embarks on a journey of self-discovery that may also reveal secrets
about his enemies and allies.

Blade Runner 2019 #7
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Extremely funny . . . inspired lunacy . . . [and] over much too soon.”—The Washington
Post Book World Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Seconds before Earth
is demolished to make way for a galactic freeway, Arthur Dent is plucked off the planet by his friend Ford Prefect, a
researcher for the revised edition of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy who, for the last fifteen years, has been posing as
an out-of-work actor. Together, this dynamic pair began a journey through space aided by a galaxyful of fellow travelers:
Zaphod Beeblebrox—the two-headed, three-armed ex-hippie and totally out-to-lunch president of the galaxy; Trillian
(formerly Tricia McMillan), Zaphod’s girlfriend, whom Arthur tried to pick up at a cocktail party once upon a time zone;
Marvin, a paranoid, brilliant, and chronically depressed robot; and Veet Voojagig, a former graduate student obsessed with
the disappearance of all the ballpoint pens he’s bought over the years. Where are these pens? Why are we born? Why do
we die? For all the answers, stick your thumb to the stars! Praise for The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy “A whimsical
oddyssey . . . Characters frolic through the galaxy with infectious joy.”—Publishers Weekly “Irresistable!”—The Boston
Globe

Year of the Villain: Hell Arisen (2019-) #3
Selling Collectibles on eBay (Digital Short Cut)
Dreaming of a life in Paris while working at a small-town Iowa gas station, Sheila stages her own kidnapping to run away
with an oddball who shares a superhero's name and who begins to regard her as the character's girlfriend.

The Photo Journal Guide to Comic Books
TODD McFARLANE returns to pencil and ink SPAWN #301 with GREG CAPULLO, JASON SHAWN ALEXANDER, CLAYTON
CRAIN, JEROME OPEÑA, and FRANCESCO MATTINA, and even more surprises to come in the record-breaking, longestrunning creator-owned comic book in history!

Bloodshot Vol. 4: H.A.R.D. Corps TPB
Daredevil and Batman
1981, 1983 FarWorks, Inc. All Rights Reserved. "The Far Side"" and the "Larson"" signature are registered trademarks of
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FarWorks, Inc.

Garfield at Large
The Goon Library
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and high school students.

The Comic Book Price Guide
By the 23rd century, man has drained the planet's resources bare. But thanks to time-travel technology, rangers are sent
back to the days when dinosaurs ruled the Earth. The rangers round up these amazing creatures and blast them back into
the future so we can get real flesh back on the menu!

Comics Values Annual
There's a new Iron Man in town, and his name is Victor Von Doom! The greatest villain of the Marvel Universe is no stranger
to armour, but now he's trying something new on for size. And where Tony Stark failed, Doom will succeed. As the secrets
that propel Victor's new quest as a hero start to reveal themselves, a who's who of heroes and villains start looking for a
piece of revenge for Doom's past sins beginning with bashful, blue-eyed Ben Grimm, the ever-lovin' Thing! The saga of Iron
Man takes its strangest turn yet! COLLECTING: INFAMOUS IRON MAN 1-6 (subject to change).

The Official Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide, 1991-1992
Black Hammer: Age of Doom #1
 A childhood comic book fan turned comic book retailer, the author soon discovered the prevalence of scams in the world of
comics collecting. This book is his tutorial on how to collect wisely and reduce risks. Drawing on skills learned from twenty
years with the San Diego Police Department and as a Comic-Con attendee since 1972, he covers in detail the history and
culture of collecting comic books and describes the pitfalls, including common deceptions of grading and pricing, as well as
theft, and mail and insurance fraud.
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Comics, comix & graphic novels
Trevor's monstrous little brother lives in the barn behind the house. The boy's only six years old, but he towers over his
older brother, and possesses incredible strength. For years, Trevor has looked after his baby brother, keeping him from the
light, but now that's all about to change. His family's secret is about to be revealed, uncovering the horrible truth of the
small midwestern town the boys have grown up in. Collected in a deluxe hardcover edition and sized at a generous 9" x
12", Freaks of the Heartland has now been redesigned to perfectly display Ruth's stunning artwork.

The Dandy Monster Comic
Happy 90th birthday, to one of the world's most beloved icons of children's literature, Winnie-the-Pooh! The adventures of
Pooh and Piglet, Kanga and tiny Roo, Owl, Rabbit, and the ever doleful Eeyore are timeless treasures of childhood. In this
beautiful edition of Winnie-the-Pooh, each of Ernest H. Shepard's beloved original illustrations has been meticulously hand
painted. Bright in color and elegant in design, this lovely volume of Milne's classic tales welcomes friends old and new into
the most enchanted of places, the Hundred Acre Wood.

The Comic Book
Collects The Goon, volume 0: Rough stuff; The Goon, volume 1: Nothin' but misery; The Goon, volume 2: My murderous
childhood (and other grievous yarns); and The Goon, volume 3: Heaps of ruination.

Daredevil
Aahna “Ash” Ashina, a former Blade Runner from Los Angeles, is one of the only survivors of a Replicant attack on a remote
Off-world mining colony. Ash was protecting young Cleo Selwyn, a.k.a. Rabbit, who was rescued from the slaughter by the
Replicant Padraic. Cleo and Padraic accompany the Replicants to Ramanuja Station, a nexus of Off-world trade routes. Ash
is found in the colony wreckage by Hythe, a new Blade Runner who carries a warrant for Ash’s arrest for the murder of
Cleo’s mother Isobel years before. But rather than take Ash into custody, Hythe offers to reinstate her as a Blade Runner
and restores her cybernetic back brace, in return for Ash’s help in tracking down Cleo. Ash accepts.

Spawn #301
The Eisner Award-winning superhero saga returns! Picking up immediately where we left offÑLucy Weber has become the
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new Black Hammer and right as she's about to reveal to our heroes how they got stuck on the farm and can escape, she
vanishes. Now our new Black Hammer finds herself trapped in a gritty world filled with punk rock detectives, emo gods,
anthropomorphic humans, absurdist heroes, and many more weirdoes, in a mad world in which there is no escape! Winner
of the Eisner Award for Best New Series!

Silver Surfer
For many years, those interested in the history of the art of comics--from scholars to fans--had very few options. The
available books were either filled with glaring errors or far too limited in their scope. Along comes Roger Sabin and his neardefinitive history. The best thing about this book is that it begins with a strong foundation--that comics is a separate and
unique artistic medium--and goes on to leave practically no stone unturned, from mainstream superheroes to underground
work to Japanese manga to the new alternatives to the strong European tradition. There's even an entire chapter on comics
by and aimed toward women, hopefully dispelling the myth that comics are just for boys.

The Green Hornet (Vol 3) #1
A slip-cased facsimile of the first ever 'Dandy' annual published in 1941. It will appeal to all of the generations who have
read the 'Dandy' and will provide a great insight to the early days of the comic.

Freaks of the Heartland
Bride of the Far Side
Journey back to the Big One as Captain America recalls one of his most incredible missions. It's 1941, and the Howling
Commandos are enjoying a respite from the ordeal of World War II - until Cap and his faithful partner, Bucky, lead them into
the hands of the enemy! As the Nazis unleash their latest deadly soldiers, an old ally lends a hand - but an even older
enemy will threaten America's greatest hero like never before. Will the Sentinel of Liberty gain his freedom in time to
rescue Paris from the clutches of a monster? The Eisner Award-winning creative team of Jeph Loeb and Tim Sale
(DAREDEVIL: YELLOW, HULK: GRAY, SPIDER-MAN: BLUE) reunites to deliver another colorful exploration of the early days of
a Marvel icon! COLLECTING: CAPTAIN AMERICA: WHITE 0-5
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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